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The study examined the degree to which studentcomputer literacy programs have existed
 
in selected districts and high schools in the Los Angeles and San Bernardino counties of
 
Southern California. Principals frorn regular day high schools were surveyed to
 
determine the competencies,performance objectives,criteria,sources ofinput atid
 
outcome objectives identified and included in the district and schools plans for student
 
computer literacy in terms ofworkplace preparation. Data were analyzed and
 
frequencies and percentages were calculated. An examination ofthe data indicated that
 
schools have given little consideration to the needs ofemployers or students in termsof
 
Workplace computer literacy skills. Findings suggested the programsthat have existed
 
are lacking in structure and effectiveness Further investigationOfthe findings concluded
 
that schools and districtshave not mhde the connection between school learning and the
 
real-life contextofwork. It wasrecommendedthatthe California State Departmentof
 
Education create a"blue ribbon"committee consisting ofindustryand educational
 
representativesto establish state Sidelinesforeffectivecc^
 
was also recommended thatfederal legislation address the need for industry standards to
 
be considered in the design ofstudentcomputer literacy programs. A definition of
 
computer literacy Wasrecornmended,identifying the competencies and petformance
 
objectives necessaryto prepare students for workplace computer literacy. Lastly,a
 
recommendation was made to research and develop a program to prepare and certificate
 
instructors for teaching computer literacy skills.
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.-Jntroductioii
 
Backgrouiid ofthe Study
 
The rapid evolution oftechnolo^and the shiftfront an international niarketto a:
 
global econoiny has broughtabout a need for atechnoldgically skilled workforce. Nearly
 
twelve years ago,in its reportA Ndtidn AdRisk,the U.S.DepartnientofEducation
 
declared computer competence was beconjing afourth basic skillr^ necessary for an
 
educated person as reading,writing,and arithmetic(Kondracke,1992). Yet,as recent as
 
1991,the Secretary's Commission on Achieving Necessary Skills(SCANS)reported that
 
more than halfofall young people leave school withoutthe knowledge or foundation
 
required to find and hold a goodjob(SCANSReport,1991). The study was designed to
 
investigate and determine the factors affecting the implementation ofcomputer literacy
 
offered in the curriculum ofselected regular day high schools in the San Bernardino and
 
LosAngeles Counties ofSouthern California:
 
Nature ofthe Problem
 
The apparent shiftfrom an industrial society to an information sociely continues
 
to change the structure ofthe workplace. Workersin the information age need a solid
 
understanding oftechnology in orderto advance with it. Computers are impacting all
 
aspects Ofsocietyfrom our personal lives to the very nature ofourjobs. Irmovations in
 
microchip technology has broughtcomputerization to the general public. Wenow live in
 
a world ofcellular phones,satellite communications,global pageirs,and computer super
 
highway networks. Ifschools are to prepare youth to be competitive in a global
 
technological economy,they will need to first identify the componentsthat constitute
 
computer literacy.
 
Significance ofthe Problem
 
A recent report bythe U.S.DepartmentofLabor,U.S.DepartmentofEducation
 
and the U.S.DepartnientofCommerce concluded thatthe gap between whatemployers
 
need and the qualifications ofentry-level workersin technologically oriented workplaces
 
is widening(Wiggs,1992). Furthermore,technology'simpactis evidentin the changing
 
job market. Workers in the 1990s and beyondare expected to be competentto use
 
technology effectively,and employers hire employees who demonstrate the skills and
 
ability to use technology(Policy Statements^ 1993). In recent years society in general,
 
has become increasinglyconiputer faniiliar;leamirig aboutcomputersthrough mass
 
media,friends and family,home computers and general exposure. However,students are
 
still leaving school withoutthe basic computer literacy skills needed to compete and
 
actively participate in today's technological society. Raizen(1989)stated:
 
There are...several factors affecting vocational edupation today that., are
 
qualitatively differentfrom earlier social and economic changes:
 
The U.S.economy's need for atechnologically highly sophisticated
 
workforce because ofthe developmentofa globaleconomy and the advance
 
ofcommunication technologies;
 
The changing compositionofthe labor force,which will be made up of
 
increasing numbers ofindividuals for whom the current programs have not
 
been successful; ,
 
The current wave ofedueational reform andits effects on enrollments in
 
vocational education programs;and
 
New research findingsfrom cognitive science on how people learn in and out
 
ofschool,(p.4)
 
Statementofthe Problem
 
Accordingto the experts,schools are not preparing students with the necessary
 
skills to compete in a global technologically driven economy, Iiifacf policymakers and
 
analysts have become increasingly concerned thatthe education and training system in
 
the U.S.is notadequate to play its expected role in preparing people for the workplace.
 
They point outthat changesin technology and work haveimplicationsfor the relative
 
roles ofvocational training and education in schools and in the workplace in preparing
 
the nation's workforce. Consequently,workers who are technoiogically skilled are more
 
employable than those who are unskilled(Bailey, 1990). Therefore,the problem shall be
 
to define the nature ofwhat constitutes computer literacy skills,as offered in regular day
 
highschools.
 
Questions Guiding the Study
 
The study was designed to investigate and determine the degree to which written
 
plansfor studentcomputer literacy existed in the curriculum ofselected regular ddy high
 
schools in the San Bernardino and LosAngeles cormties ofSputhern California.
 
Therefore,the study addressed questions surrounding the definition ofcomputer literacy;
 
the degree to which written plansfor studentcomputer literacy existed;the extentto
 
which schools and districts have identified the components necessary to prepare students
 
to become computer literate; and how schools are measuringthe outcome objectives that
 
were identified.
 
Purpose ofthe Study
 
The challenge is to prepare students with computer literacy skills that will enable
 
them to have the ability and flexibility to keep pace with technology as it evolves in the
 
workplace. It will be necessary for students to have the skills and capabilities to meetthe
 
needs ofbusiness andindustry in the upcoming years and become anemployable,
 
productive participantin society. Therefore,the purpose ofthe study wasto generate
 
data necessaryto define the nature ofcomputer literacy in selected Los Angeles and San
 
Bernardino coimty high schools.
 
Limitations ofthe Study
 
Theframework for this project drew informationfrom various studies,papers,
 
and professionals representing a comprehensive range ofdisciplines and regions. The
 
literature review identified recentFe4eral legislation and currentresearch inlearning
 
theories. The focus oflegislation waslimited to theSchool-To-Work OpportunitiesAct,
 
thsSCANSreport and Goals2000:Educate America,whose intent wasthe identification
 
ofbasic competencies necessary for students to compete in the workforce Ofthetwenty­
first century: The review ofselected literature explored whatroles these played in
 
regards to computer literacy skills
 
The sample population was a random selection ofregular day high schoolsfrom
 
the Los Angeles and San Bernardino countiesofSouthern California, Applicability of
 
the studyto all high school studentcomputerliteracy programs may be limited due to
 
inconsistencies between schools and school districts in regards to planning procedures
 
and policies.
 
The study was prompted by personal observations to a numberofregular day high
 
schools. These maybe isolated cases and notrepresentative ofthe norm for regular day
 
high schoolcomputer literacy programs. The study was an attemptto expand ohthe
 
observations and determine the validity.
 
Assumptions
 
Thefollowing assumptions were made regarding this study: (a)the principals
 
surveyed were qualified to answer questions regardihg the districts'and schools'
 
computer literacy program. Ofthe regular day high schools whoindicated the district
 
and/or the school had a written plan for studentcomputerliteracy,(b) the principals
 
were knowledgeable about and familiar with the district's written plan for student
 
computer literacy; and(c)the principals were knowledgeable aboutand faniiliar with the
 
school's written plan for studentcomputer literacy. Changesin behaviorofthe
 
participants(Hawthorne effect)many have occurred causing respondents to indicate
 
responses to questions thatthey may not have indicated under othercircumstances.
 
Definitions
 
The following definitions are intended to help the reader understand the terms
 
used in the study.
 
Cognitive theory - The theory thatlearning is a process ofknowledge ratherthan
 
knowledge absorption and storage;thatlearning is closely related to the context is which
 
it takes place.
 
Contextual learning -A learning process which ties the concepts being taught to
 
the specific contextin which it will be used or applied.
 
Computer literacy - The knowledge and skills necessary for a person to be
 
proficientto interact with computertechnologies and to access computerized
 
information.
 
Computer platform - The type ofoperating system that differentiates the
 
corresponding hardware and software. Forthe purpose ofthis study,there are three
 
platforms identified,they are:IBM/Clone,Macintosh,and Apple II.
 
Hawthorne effect - Refers to the tendency ofpeople to act differently because
 
they realize they are subjects in a study.
 
Principals - Full time administrative supervisor assigned to the high school.
 
Regular day high schools - These are four-year high schools with grades9through
 
12and daytime instruction.
 
Systemic reform - The process aimed atimproving the educational system as a
 
whole,by determining how the various levels ofstate and local governments can work
 
together.
 
Transfer ofknowledge - The learning ofnew ideas and the application ofthe
 
ideas to specific situations.
 
Vocational Education -A generic term for reflecting formalized experiences
 
associated with exploring and preparing for the world ofwork. Terms that are closely
 
associated with it are occupational education,technical education,employmenttraining,
 
and career preparation.
 
Chapter Two
 
Review ofLiterature
 
Introduction
 
As society approaches the twenty-first century,and moves into the information
 
age,more students than ever before need to become computer literate to be able to
 
compete successfully in the increasingly technologicaljob market. Moreover,schools
 
must prepare students with broad technical skills that will enable them to continue to
 
leam and adaptnew skills with the evolving technology ofthe emerging global economy.
 
Early Development
 
The need for computer literaey skills was heavily debated in the early 1970's
 
when Andrew Molnar ofthe National Science Foundation wrote a paper entitled The
 
NextGreat Crisis in American Education:ComputerLiteracy. The debate over
 
computer literacy differed significantlyfrom prior debates in computer education
 
because ofthe premise that everyone should be literate(Button&Anderson,1989). The
 
debate stagnated when no consensus could be reached regarding the definition of
 
computer literacy and interest waned. However,the topic picked up momentum again in
 
the early 1980's when Apple Computer and International Business Machines Corporation
 
(IBM)introduced the first personal computersto the consumer marketplace and schools.
 
Designed for home users and small businesses,the computers offered limited
 
applications in word processing,personal finance,programming and games. Although
 
slow and difficult to work with,the small,reasonably priced systems brought with them a
 
new era oftechnological advancement and the heightened need for broad computer
 
literacy skills.
 
Computer Literacy Defined
 
Since personal computers first became available for general use in the late 70's
 
and early 80's,there have been countless debates over what constitutes computer literacy.
 
Some educators equated computer literacy with keyboarding skills, others with
 
programming. Many argued that it should encompass all ofthese skills,as well as
 
sensitivity to the social issues oftechnology(Button et al.). Garret&Lundgren,in their
 
1992 report,concluded that contemporary computer literacy requires an understanding of
 
the role ofthe computer as a partofan overall information system. This broad-based
 
knowledge should extend to the hardware,the applications software,and the connected
 
operations that are involved in putting these elements together to accomplish a task. As
 
stated by Garret et al., all ofthese elements together are "...the essence ofa computer
 
information system"(p. 11).
 
Ascomputers become ubiquitous to society,it has been recognized that
 
fundamental computer literacy is more thanjust operational proficiency in the use of
 
microcomputers,associated peripheral equipmentand basic software packages,but
 
includes an understanding oftechnological communications uses and wider social
 
implications as well. Biermami(1994)pointedi oUtthat many traditional computer
 
literacy courses emphasize learning the vocabulary ofcomputing;gainingsome
 
experience with limited software packages such as word processing,spreadsheets,and
 
database systems;and studying the history and social impactofcomputing,butcome up
 
shortin providing students with an understanding ofthe structure andideas necessaryto
 
engagethe learner.
 
Rosenberg,(1991)a critic ofcomputer literacy concurred with Biermann that
 
curriculum course goals that sound good on paper often translate in the classroom into
 
mechanicalskills. Knowing how to use a computer,he indicated,means handling floppy
 
disks)and,knowledge ofcdrnputertechnology means pointing outthe keyboard in a
 
drawing, IVIanytimes,understanding whatacomputercan do means briefexposure to
 
word-processing and spreadsheet programs. Students who are exposed to word
 
processing,he argues,maybe able to formattext and send it to print- a convenientand
 
practicalskill- butthey leam nothing to helpthem understand and/pr intelligently assess
 
computeruses.)i-.-

Mahyeducation and business leaders argue thatthe currentcomputer literacy
 
courses are tod superficial,stating thatthe experience that students often getin computer
 
hteracy courses providesonly"watered down"skills. Students rarely have the
 
opportuiiity to work with the typepfsoftware thatis routinely used in actual workplaces;
 
usuallythey work with only limited software packages(Hailnurn,1991). Often,literacy
 
courses are narrow in context,addressing the syntax andform ofthe field. They enable
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students to use machines,butthey do notengage their inteliects in the real excitementof
 
computing(Biermann),
 
Although numerous courses exist underthe heading ofcomputer literacy,there is
 
no widely accepted standard definition. In fact,the CalifomiaDepartmentofEducation
 
stated"We have no working definition ofcomputer litciracy." Manyemployers and
 
professional institutions only offer afairly broad definition,namely that"being computer
 
literate meant having an awareness ofthe functions which can be performed by
 
computers and associated hardware and software"(Osborhe,1993,p.343).
 
There is an apparent difficulty onthe partofexpertsto define computer literacy
 
stemmingfrom the factthat,although there may be broad agreementon certain key
 
ingredients,there is also scope for a range ofinterpretations reflecting the pafticular
 
viewpointofthe interpreter.
 
RecentFederalLegislation
 
In 1994,the federal government passed both the School-To-Work Opportunities
 
Act(STWOA)and the Goals2000:Educate America Act. TheSTWOA wasintended to
 
address issues on howto prepare young people to meetthe challenges of,and to succeed
 
in,the highly skilled,highly competitive workplaces ofthe 21st century. The Goals2000
 
Act,Titlein wasintended to provide fundingto states to engage in comprehensive
 
standards-based school improvement. Both federal legislative efforts were intended to
 
ptomdssystemic reform.
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From the guidelines in the federal plans,each state will develop its own plan for
 
each ofthe hew Acts. The state ofGalifofnia named its version ofthe STWOA plan the
 
School-To-GareerPlan. Thefederal Acts are designed to help the majority ofAmerican
 
youth make asmooth transition from high schoolto productive and rewarding
 
employmentand further learning by integrating academic and vocational learning
 
curriculum and instruction. One ofthe many purposes oftheSTWOA is to utilize
 
workplaces as active learning environmentsin the educational process by making
 
employersJoint partners with educators in providing opportunitiesfor all studentsto
 
participate in high-quality work-based learning experiences. The Goals2000 legislation
 
supports coordination with vocational education efforts and programs and processes to
 
reach students with special needs. This is afive year plan designed to address all four of
 
the interrelated dimensions ofGoals 2000. These dimensions are:
 
1. standards^ assessment,curriculum,and instruction;
 
2. opportunities for all students to leam;
 
3. management,governance,and accountability;and
 
4. partnerships with parents,communities,and other agencies serving children
 
■ ■ and families. 
Twoofthe goals ofthe legislation are to develop strategies to integrate
 
technology into schoolimprovementefforts;and to coordinate reform efforts with
 
school-to-work and vocational education programs.
 
Many ofthe same elements identified in theSTWOA were identified in the
 
earlier SGANSreportWhat WorkRequiresofSchools published in 1991. This report
 
identified five competencies,which,in conjunction with a three-partfoundation ofskills
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and personal qualities,are keytojob performance today. These eightideas,and notably
 
for the purpose ofthis study,the eompetencies listed under"Technolbgy,"represent
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C 
Resources:
 
a: "
 
B.
 
;c.
 
D. ; ■ 
Interpersonal 
A.
 
B.
 
D.
 
.•■E. ■ 
¥. 
Information: 
A. ■ : 
B. 
D.
 
Systems:
 
A.: , :
 
B. 
:„c. ■ ■ 
Technology: 
A. 
B. ■ 
,c. 
Figure I. SCANS-Five Competencies
 
Identifies,Organizes,plans,and allocates resources
 
Time - Selects goal-relevant activities, ranksthem,allocates tiirie, and prepares
 
and follows schedules.
 
Money- Uses or prepares budgets, makesforecasts, keeps records, and makes
 
adjustments to meet objectives.
 
MaterialandFacilities- Acquires, stores, allocates, and sues materials or
 
space efficiently.
 
HumanResources r. Assesses skills and distributes work accordingly, evaluates
 
performance and providesfeedback. a
 
Works with others
 
ParticipatesasMemberofa Team- to gronp ,
 
Teaches Others Skills. '
 
Serves Clients/Customers- worksto satisfy customers'expectations.
 
ExercisesLeadership - communicatesideas tojustify position, persuades and
 
convinces others,responsibly challenges existing procedures and policies.
 
Negotiates - works toward agreements involving exchange of resources, 
resolves divergent interests. 
w/YA - works well withmen and Avomen from d 
backgrounds. 
Acquires and uses information 
Acquires andEvaluatesInformation.
 
Organizes andMaintainsinformation.
 
Interprets a andCommunicatesInformation.
 
Uses Computers toProcessInformation.
 
Understands complex inter-relationships
 
Understands Systems - knows how social, organizational, and technological
 
systems work and operates effectively with them. 
Monitors andCorrectsPerformance - distinguishes trends, predicts impacts 
on system operations, diagnoses deviations in systems' performance and 
corrects malfunctions. 
Improves or Designs Systems - suggests modifications to existing systems and 
develops new or alternative systems to improve performance. 
Works with a variety of technologies 
Selects:Technology-chooses procedures, tools or equipment including
 
computers and related technologies.
 
Applies r^c/zwo/ogy /o - Understands overall intent and proper
 
procedures for setup and operation of equipment.
 
Maintains and TroubleshootsEquipment - Prevents, identifies, or solves
 
problems with equipment, including computers and other technologies.
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Figure 2. SCANS-A Three-PartFoundation
 
Basic Skills:	 Reads,writes,performs arithmetic and mathematical operations,
 
listens and speaks.
 
A.	 Reading- locates, understands,and interprets written information in
 
prose and in documents such as manuals,graphs,and schedules.
 
B.	 Writing- communicatesthoughts,ideas,information,and messages in
 
writing; and creates documents such as letters^ directions, manuals,
 
reports;graphs,and flow charts.
 
c. . Arithmetic/Mathematics- performs basic computations and approaches
 
practical problems by choosing appropriatelyfrom a variety of
 
mathematicaltechniques.
 
D.	 Listening- receives, attends to,interprets, and responds to verbal
 
messages and Other cues.
 
- organizesideas and conmiunicates orally.
E.;'
 
Thinking Skills: Thinks creatively,makes decisions,solves problems,visualizes,
 
knows how to learn,and reasons.
 
A.- " Creative Thinking- generates new ideas.
 
DecisionMaking- specifies goals and c6nstraints, generates alternatives,
B. ■ ■ : ­
considers risks, and evaluates and chooses best alternatives.
 
Problem Solving- recognizes problems and devises and implements plan
:;C.­
ofaction.
 
D.	 Seeing Thingsin the Mind'sEye - organizes,and processes symbols,
 
pictures, graphs, objects, and other information.
 
E.	 KnowingHow toLearn - uses efficient learning techniques to acquire and
 
apply new knowledge and skills.
 
T/- , . Reasoning- discovers a rule or principle underlying the relationship
 
betweentwo or more objects and applies itwhen solving a problem.
 
Personal	 Displays responsibility,self-esteem and perseveres towards goal
 
attainment.
Qualities:
 
::A.,.;v- - exerts a high levelofeffort and perseveres towards goal
 
attainment.
 
B.	 Self-Esteem - believes in own self-worth atid maintains a positive view of
 
.self
 
C.^ ,	 Sociability - demonstrates understanding,fiiendliness, adaptability,
 
empathy,and politeness in group settings.
 
Self-Management- assesses selfaccurately, sets personal goals, monitors
 
progress,and exhibits self-control.
 
rE. - - . ..:- • ;■ ■ ■ ;.	 - chooses ethical courses of action. 
According to SCANS, all eight must be an integral part of every young person's 
school life. 
15 
Implicationsfor Workplace Education
 
The nature ofthe workplace is changing,demanding workers with certain kinds
 
ofaptitudes and abilities which our present educational system is failing to produce,
 
explains Stasz,McArthur,Lewis,&Ramsey(1990). They indicate that major changes in
 
the economy and growing dissatisfaction with the performance ofour[high]schools have
 
led to calls for instructional reform from educators,policymakers,researchers,
 
employers,and social critics. They advise the teaching ofgeneric skills as one wayto
 
address an increasing labor market problem ofdemand and supply. Generic skills will
 
enable people to:
 
1. 	 Cooperate and communicate for group/social problem solving.
 
2. 	 Identify and define(or structure)problems in complex environments.
 
3. 	 Seek,acquire,and synthesize new information.
 
4. 	 Adaptto changes and gaps ofinformation in the problem-solving
 
environment,(p. 1)
 
According to Stasz,et al.,a new emphasis on generic skills assumesthatthe people who
 
have them can adaptto the changingforms ofAmerican industry and the occupational
 
structures supporting it. ,
 
Cited from an earlier study by Resnick,Stasz et al., noted thatthere are
 
fundamental contrasts between in-school and out-of-school mental activity that raise
 
profound questions aboutthe utility and effectiveness ofschooling for all non-school
 
activity,including work.
 
First,while the dominantform ofschool learning and performance is
 
individual,much activity outside school is socially shared.
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Second,schools place a premium on"pure thought" activities withoutthe
 
benefitoftools(for example,calculators and books during test taking),
 
whereas most mental activities outside school are shaped by and dependent
 
upon use ofavailable tools.
 
Third,schoolstend to emphasize abstractsymbol manipulation,whereas
 
work and other activities emphasize reasoning and actions connected with
 
physical objects and events.
 
Finally, while schools aim to teach general,widely usable skills and
 
theoretical principles,success outside school depends onthe developmentof
 
situation-specificformsofcompetencies. (p.5)
 
These four points suggestthe need for skills similar to those identified in
 
workplace research and in the SCANS report,which emphasizesthe developmentof
 
cooperative learning or group skills; and places less emphasison learning abstract,
 
domain-specific theories and facts and more on using this knowledge to reason about
 
real-life problems;and more attention to how tools shape cognition in specific situations.
 
ContextualLearning
 
According to Raizen(1989)traditionally,vocational education,job internships,
 
and such programs as career education and transition from schoolto work have had as
 
their specific mission the preparation ofyouth and adults forthe labor market.
 
Generally,these programs were intended to provide students with broad skills,specific
 
technical training,and attitudes that would allow them to obtain and maintain themselves
 
in productivejobs. Rapid societal change and growing complexity oflife and work are
 
making predictions aboutthe fiiture more difficult. Because ifis becoming increasingly
 
difficult to predict specifically what workers will need to know and be able to do in the
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future,their capacities to transfer whattheyknowto previouslyunencountered problems
 
and to learn on their own are becoming increasingly important. These changes require
 
workers with a much broader range ofcompetencies and skills than before. Many
 
experts argue thatthe U.S.economyis undergoing a major transformation thatcan be
 
characterized as follows:
 
The extension ofhuman muscle power which ushered in the industrial age is
 
being paralleled bythe extensionofhinnan brain powerthrough the artifacts
 
ofthe information revolution-computers,automation,and
 
telecommunications.
 
Furthermore,these technologies have created such a rapid information
 
exchange thatthe economiesofcountries and even continents are becoming
 
ever more closely linked,creating one global economy. The United States is
 
still taking its first halting steps toward recognizing that it now mustcompete

in a world market rather than relying solely on domestic consumption as
 
being the engine ofU.S. productivity, (p.6)
 
These developments and expanded skill requiremehts will necessitate a
 
reformulation ofvocational education to more productive use ofavailable learning
 
technology integrated with the developing knowledge ofthe learner and effective
 
learriing coritextk Goimecting schdohlearning to the real-life contextofwork is an
 
essential elementofvocationaleducation. The simulation ofwork contexts in which
 
students can acquire and practice both the basics and the specific Skills thoughtto be
 
necessary for a particular occupation is paramount. Raizen explains that this approach
 
requires thatthe simulation or work experience offered through vocational education
 
programs provides opportunities to address problem situations that are likely to be
 
encountered later on in an actualjob.
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In TheDouble Helix ofEducQtidn £'conom>',Beiryman and Bailey nlodel
 
four characteristics ofideal learning(p.90-93). (FigureS)
 
Figure3. Characteristics ofideallearnmg
 
CONTENT; SOCIOLOGY
 
Targetknowledgefor an ideal learnirig environment The learning environment should reproduce the ^
 
includes domain-specific conceptual,factual, and technological, sodai, chronological,and
 
proceduralknowledge and three types ofstrategic motivational characteristics ofthe real-world
 
knowledge. Schools usuallyfocus onlyon domain- situation in which whatis being learned will be used/
 
specific content. However,strategic content is
 
needed to operate effectively with domain-particular
 
knowledge.
 
SEQUENCING METHODS
 
Learning should be staged so that the learner builds Teaching methods should be designed to give
 
the multiple skills required in expert performance students the chance to observe,engage in,invent, or
 
and discpvers the conditions in which theycan be discover expert strategies in context.
 
generalized.
 
Workingtogether,content,methods,sequence,and sociology are an effective
 
learning situation. The authors further explainthat contentincludes hi^er-ordef
 
thinking skills,taughtin the context ofa subject. Methods is the work relationship of
 
teacher and students andtheir roles and responsibilities. Sequencingis the sequencing of
 
learning,increasingthe student's expertise and the broadening ofknowledge. Soeiology
 
is the importance Ofreproducing the characteristics ofthe real-world situation so that
 
whatis beinglearned will be utilized. Encompassed in these characteristics are the
 
technology,the socialrelationships and incentives,and the time framesthat govern real-

world tasks;content should be taughtin the contextofreal-world problems.
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Interestingly,this model parallels Bloom's model ofschool learning in the
 
Evaluation toImproveLearning where Bloom described three interdependent variables
 
that accountfor the greatest degree ofvariance in studentlearning. These variables are;
 
1. 	 Cognitive entry behaviors -the extentto which the student has already
 
learned the basic prerequisitesto the learning to be undertaken.
 
2. 	 Affective entry characteristics'the extentto which the student is or can be
 
motivated to engage in the learning process.
 
3. 	 Quality ofinstruction -the extentto which theinstruction to be provided is
 
appropriate to the learner,(p.331-337)
 
Designed as a tool to aide the teacher in the preparation and evaluation of
 
instruction.Bloom'staxonomy explains that abstractideas and principals needed to be
 
applied to particular or concrete situations in order for effective learning to take place.
 
Studies on cognitive theory,detailed by Thomas,Johnson,and Anderson(1992)
 
lend supportthatlearning is a process ofknowledge construction ratherthan knowledge
 
absorption and storage. They point outthat people use whatthey already know in
 
constructing new knowledge;and learning is closely related to the contextin which it
 
takes place. The learning ofnew ideas and the application ofthe ideas to specific
 
situations in known asihQtransfer ofknowledge. Thomas,Anderson,Getahun and
 
Cooke(1992)define the transfer ofknowledge asthe capacity to:
 
1. 	 see as relevant in a new contextsomething that waslearned in a different
 
context,
 
2. 	 apply whathas been learned in another contextto a new context,and;
 
3. 	 apply old knowledge in a new contextthat is sufficiently novel to require
 
learning ofnew knowledge,(p. vii)
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This transfer ofknowledge is the basisfor integrated academic and vocational
 
education. Work-related skills including critical thinking,cooperative problem solving,
 
communication,information seeking,and a variety ofother general skills are being
 
increasingly demanded ofworkers,who mustadaptto meetthe challenges ofan
 
increasingly dynamic,competitive world market. Technological tools,such as
 
computers,have the ability to help teach these kinds ofskills(Lewis,1992).
 
; A new generation ofeducational technologies has been appearing. These have in
 
commonpowerful capabilities for simulating work environmentsand guiding students
 
throughthem interaGtively. These computer capabilities permitincreased restructuring
 
ofthe vocational classroom and curriculum to mirror workplaces more closely. Evolving
 
computer technblbgies have the ability to provide contextualized instruction and
 
comprehensive simulations thatcan enhance effective learning.
 
Although there are many usesfor computersin vocational education,the study by
 
Lewis poirited outthat educators currently make only very limited use ofthe
 
technological tools. Lewis stated "there is only limited use of,or experimentation with,
 
thesetObls in the domain ofpublic vocational education."
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Summary ofthe Literature Review
 
Asthe literature pointed out,the need for computer literacy skills has met with
 
controversy over the years. With the introduction ofpersonal computers and growing
 
technological integration in the workplace,the need for basic computer literacy skills has
 
become more apparent. However,experts have been unable to agree on a standard
 
definition ofcomputer literacy. Many definitions were too narrow,provid^ing students
 
with limited skills and failed to give students an overall grasp ofteOhnolo©^, Other
 
definitions were so broad and generic that no specific skills were identified
 
Changes in the nature ofthe workplace have called for a reform ofour
 
educational system; Recentfederal legislation has identified basic skills needed for
 
students to be employable in thejob worldofthe future. The SCANS report,STWOA
 
and Goals2000 all cite technology skills as oneofthe several competencies students
 
must master in order to be employable now and in the future.
 
In order to prepare students with the workplace skills necessary,schools must
 
place a new emphasis onthe developmentofteaching generic skills in contextualized
 
formats thatcan be applied and related to real-life situations. This will necessitate a
 
reformulation ofvocational education to more productive use oflearning technology
 
integrated with the developing knowledge ofthe learner and effective learning contexts.
 
Many educational experts agree that effective learning takes plaee when the content
 
being taught closely simulates the workplace or task for which the student is preparing.
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challenges ofa Competitive world market. Technologicaltools,such as computers,have
 
the ability to help teach these skills. Mducationaltechnologies have the unique ability for
 
simulating vvork environments. These capabilities facilitate restructuring ofthe
 
vocational classroom and curriculum to mirrof workplaces more closely. Evolving
 
comprehensive simulations thatcan enhance learning and further facilitate technological 
literacy: ■ 'v 
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Chapter^
 
Research Besign and Procedures
 
TheoreticaiBase ofthe Study
 
Theoretically,schools have the responsibility ofpreparing students for entry into
 
the workforce. However,recentreports bythe pepartments ofTaborand Education have
 
declared that niost students leaving high schoolswith a valid dipfchia do iibt possess the
 
basic skills necessary to obtain and hold ajob.
 
Techndlo^calliteracy wasone ofthese basic skills identified in both the SCANS
 
reportandthe Schooi-to-Work GppoTtunities Act. Forthe purpose ofthis study,
 
computer literacy,one aspectoftechnological literacy,has been explored.
 
To testthe theory,the study was desipied to identifyand measurethe de^eeto
 
which written studentcomputer literacy plans have existed in regular day high school
 
curriculum. Respondents were randomly selected principals in secondary schoois. A
 
survey instrumient was used to gather data for establishing the degree to which student
 
computer literacy had been addressed atthe secondary level. Thirty high schools were
 
contacted(N=30),ofthose,29 participated in the study(n=29).
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Research Questions
 
Five research questions were addressed bythe study:
 
1. To whatextent do written ptens for studentcomputer literacy existin the Mgh
 
schools and districts in the Los Angeles and San Bernardino counties?
 
California?
 
A.'
 
4. Whatcomputer hardware are the schools purchasing and what criteria and input
 
sources:
 
5. How are high schools measuring studentoutcome objectives to assess the
 
effectiveness oftheir plan?
 
Questionnaire
 
A questionnaire(see AppendixB)was used to collect dataforthe study. The
 
questionnaire was designed asa data gath
 
high school prihcipalSj
 
managing,ahd optiniizing the integratioh ofstudentcomputer literacy curriculum in
 
regular.day high schools- ­
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district-wide plaa. SchoolDatafocused on information and factors affecting each
 
individtml highschooiand Other Data which gathered specific informationfrom the
 
entire sample.
 
PoPMlatioB Sample and Description
 
Theselected population wasa cross-section ofsecondary principalsfrom Los
 
Angeles and San Bernardino countiesin Southern California. Ofthe 30 principals
 
contacted ^-30),29 participated in the study. Respondents were principals between the
 
ages of30and60. Respondents had betweenfonrand eightyears ofprincipalship
 
experience and the majority(45%)had 13 or more years ofteaching experience. All
 
principahhadatleastaMasters degmeinA fieldjrelated dircM^^^
 
education.
 
Procednres
 
Data were collected through telephone interviews with principalsfrom randomly
 
selected schools. Principals were verbally read each question in the questionnaire and
 
were asked to select appropriate responses. The data were then Coded and entered into a
 
statistical software package on a personal computer. A comparative analysis was
 
performed. Frequencies and percentages were computed to indicate differences and
 
similarities among groups ofprincipals, districts and schools regarding perceptions of
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studentcomputer literacy curriculum. Datafrom open-endedfesponses were
 
summarizied and categorized.
 
Methods ofTreatmentofData
 
For statistical purposes,a quantitative survey model wasselected to answer the
 
research questions. The questionnaire was designed to solicit respondents'demographics
 
and measure thedegree to wMchcomputer literacy programshave existed in the selected
 
regular day high schools. The survey wasadministeredhy telephone interviews during
 
April andh^pf1994, Thirty principals oneper district,wem sdected
 
random from regular day high schoolsin LosAngeles and San Bernardino counties.
 
Twenlyminecompleted questionn^^^^ were coded aud designed to qhtain specific
 
information tied to each major research question. Data were entered into a personal
 
computer and analyzed using a statistical software package. A comparative analysis was
 
performed. Frequencies and percentages were computed to indicate differences and
 
similarities amonggroups ofprincipals,districts and schools regarding perceptions of
 
studentcomputer literacy curriculum. Data from open-endedresponses were
 
summarized and categorized.
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Vaiiditv ' ■ 
A pilot study Was designed:to validate the research inStiUnient. A small sample of
 
prineipals(n=8)were chosen atrandonifor the pilot and were notincluded in the study
 
population.
 
Afterthe pilot study was completed,modifications to both questions and response
 
choices were madeto increase the usefulness ofthe instrumbht. Speciftcally,Wordingin
 
several questionswaschanged to remove anabiguity and pronaote better understanding
 
and intentofthe questions. Some questions were modified to reflect more effective
 
scoring methods; These changesincreased the validityofthe overall instrument.
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Chapter Four
 
Findings and Discussion
 
Introduction
 
The research findings were tabulated from the Demographics,District,School
 
and OtherData sections ofthe survey questionnaire(see Appendix B). Each research
 
question was addressed,matched againstthe findings and discussed.
 
Demographic Findings
 
Survey questions in the Demographicssection were used to constructa
 
demographic profile ofthe study population. Data were applicable to all respondents.
 
Percentages may total more or less 100%dueto rounding. The respondent population of
 
N=29indicated thata majority ofthe respondents(49%)had held a principal's position
 
between4to8 years,as compared to 17%in the position between 1 and3 years,9to 12
 
years,or 13 or more years(see Figure 4).
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 Figure 4. Years as Principal
 
43%
 
□1to 3 yrs 
B4 to 8 yrs 
17%
 
119 to 12 yrs 
yrs 
17%
 
17%
 
Forty-five percent of respondents indicated they had over 13 years of teaching 
experience. Twenty-four percent hadbetween 4 to 8 years, or 9 to 12 years, while only 
7% had 1 to 3 years of teaching experience (see Figure 5). 
Figure 5. Years Teaching 
45% 
01to 3 yrs 
fl4 to 8 yrs 
US to 12 yrs 
^13+ yrs 
24% 
24% 
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degrees. Educational majorsamongthe respondents varied Seventy-two pereent
 
received their degreeinEducational Administration,7%eachin either Secondary
 
Education or Counseling. Three percenteach received degrees in one ofthefollowing:
 
Psychology,Personnel,Math,or English
 
a computerin their office for
 
their own use. Qfthose Computers,50%were Macintoshes,42%wereIBM/Clones,and
 
8%were Apple IIs. Seventeen percentofprincipals did not have an office computerfor
 
^his/her own use.
 
Ofprincipals who hadpffice epmputers,38%usedthem more than 10 hours per
 
week. Twenty-one percent usedthem between4and7hours per week,\1% usedthem
 
between8and 10 hours per week,and24%used the computers3houTs or less per week
 
'(see Figure 6)..
 
Figiare 6. Office computer use hours per week
 
38%
 
OOto3hfs
 
21% S4to7hrs
 
08to 10lirs
 
■10+Hfs 
17%
 
24%
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Respondents indicated that83%had computers at homefor their use. Ofthese,
 
36%hadaMacintosh and the same percent had anIBM/Glone. Apple IIs were in28%of
 
the households.
 
Asexpected,principals spentless time on the home computers; The majority
 
(36%)reported they spentbetween 1 and3hoursa weekonthe computer. Twenty-eight
 
perdeht said they spent 10 or mpre hours per week,16%spenfbne orless,12%spent4to
 
7hours,and8%spent8to 10 hours per week(see Figure 7).
 
Figure 7. Homecomputer use hours per week
 
28%
 
E3Q to 1 hrs
 
m 
16%
 ■1 toShrs 
^4to7hrs 
08to10 hrs 
12%
 
@10+hrs
 
36%
 
Asked to rate their own level ofcomputer proficiency,42%ofrespondents rated
 
themselves as either level one(42%)or leveltwo(42%)users. Ten percentrated
 
themselves as not knowledgeable(level 0),and only7%rated themselves as advanced
 
(level3).' .
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Mostprincipals surveyed(59%)were between46and52 years ofage. Twenty-

one percent\wre38to45,17% vvere 53OTd older,and only and 73
 
years ofage(see Figure8);
 
Figure 8, Principals by Age
 
17%
 
□30 to 37 yrs 
@33 to45 yrs 
21% ■46 to S2 yrs 
□53+yrs 
District Findings 
Survey questions in the District Data section were used to construct a profile of 
computer literacy. The following data were applicable to all respondents that indicated 
Sixty-nine percent were then asked to indicate which of the identified 
For purppses of tracking and anonymity, 
all schools participatinginthe study were assigned acode number. Schools were 
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identified by code number,
 ,the following
 
frequencies applied:(see Table 1).
 
Table 1. CompetenciesIncluded in DistrictPlan(n=20)
 
Gompetencies in DistrictPIIan 
Schools by Code A. B • € ;:e ; , F ■ G 
■ .01:. ;.; X X ;
. ■ 
/ X'-' : ::,-'X
 
-M- X X X
■ ■ '■ 
05 X X X X
 
: 06 X X X
 
.m ■ - X ■ X - X X 
^ 11",' X
 
. ,.X' j
 
13 
- -x/^,.
 
14 X ■/X 
' 15 . . X 
16 X X X X X :
 
19 ■
 X X X X X
 
20 X X
X X X^■ ­
22
 X X X X X
 
.23 ■ ,
 X 
26 X X X X X 
27 X X X X V 'X • ■ ■■ X 
■28. / ■ X X X X ■ • ■: 'X v. : 
29 . ■ X X X X 
Totals 16 13 15 15 12 ^5 = 4 
A Promotes a basic understanding ofhow a computer works (e.g., encodes, stores and retrieves 
information), 
B Provides basic sldlls for interacting with a computer to access stored information (e.g., 
library skills). 
C Familiarize students with various applications of available software (e.g., vocational, 
educational entertainment and etc.). 
D Provide basic skills for using computers to run available software. 
R- Develop awareness of the computer's impact on society (e.g., technological advancement) 
F Develop programming skills. 
G Don't know. 
M 
  
Thesame20respondents were asked to indicate whatstudent performance
 
objectives the District identified in its plan(see Table 2).
 
Table 2. District StudentPerformance Objectives
 
District StudentPerformance 
Objectives 
Schools by Code ■ ■ " A, ■■■; B G D ■ : 'E ■ ■ F 
01 X X X X X 
: 03 . X X X
 
-04 ■ ^ X X
 
05 X
 
09 X X X X
 
06 X
 
11 X
 
12 X X X X
 
13 X
 
■ 14^ ■ ■	 X
 
■	 15- X 
16 X X X X 
19 X X X X
 
20 X X X X
 
22 X X X X
 
23 ; X
 
26 X X X X X
 
27 X X X X X
 
28 X X X X X
 
■■29- X X X X
 
13 12 13
Totals	 9 6 7 
A Encode, store and retrieve information 
B Access stored information 
C Learn and utilize various software applications 
D Define technology's emerging impact on society 
E Demonstrate higher level problem solving 
:f . Don't know 
ahardware 
platformpreference. Qffhe three, two specified the Macintoshplatform, and one 
specifiedIBM/Clone platforms. 
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in the selection ofplatforjn
 
speeificationSv Respondents wereasked toselect allcriteria thatapplied{see
 
Table 3^ District Seiection Criteria(n=3)
 
DistrictSelection Criteria
 
Schools by Code : A ; B c D ■ E. „ F G H 
IS. , 
20 X X X 
29 : X 
Totals i i ly-­ 0 
A Cost E ■ ■ Curriculum Objectives 
B Personal Experience F Compatibility 
C User Friendliness G Industry Standard 
D Available Support H StaffExpertise 
districts were asfollows:(seeTable4)
 
Table 4. District Sources ofluput(n=3)
 
District Sources ofInput 
Schools by Code ■ A- -^ B c D E. ■ ¥ , „ 
15 X 
■ ■ X ■; 
. X ­
Totals 0 00 0 
■ ■ 
A Parent Group Priyate Consultant 
B StaffRecommendation 'E' Advisory Group 
District Consultant Don't know 
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SchoolFindings
 
Survey questionsin the SchoolData section were used to constructa profile of
 
the population perceptions ofthe school's written tecimology plah. Thefollowihg data
 
were.
 
computer literacy. Thisincluded the majority(59%,n=17)ofthe respondent population
 
ofN=29.
 
were
 
included in the school's plan. Dataindicated thatof17respondents(n=17),the following
 
frequencies aj^lied(see Table 5):
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Table 5. CompeteneiesIncluded in SchoolPlan(n=l7)
 
Competencies 111 SchoolPiao
 
Schools by Code ,.;F^ ; G
 
m X X X -.x. ■■ X X
 
04 >X -.. ^ . - . x X X 
■ ■ ■
.x­
05 
. ,. ■■ ■; X;^( X 
■ 06 ; , ■ X.^: X X X 
07 ■ ■-x X ■ ■X. X . . X ■ vX.. -^ 
09 _ ■ X, ■ ; X. X X 
12 ' X . X ' X 
X 
16 X X X X 
, 17 ■ X ■ , X X X 
18 , \ ■ :X X ■ X X 
n X X = X X X'.;;: X. ■ 
20 X X X X X 
22 ."X': ^ x: -.:-X X 
23 X 'X,.:-- ■ ■.X- X • X, , ­
25.:: x' X vx;^^ 
26 X . x.\ ■ •X .. .. X- . .. XT'-. 
Totals 16 : 15 16 16 n 5 
A Promotes a oasic unaerstanding ofhow a computer works (e.g., encodes, stores and retrieves 
information). 
B Provides basic sldlls for interacting with a computer to access stored information (e.g.,
^ library'skills).' ^ 
C Familiarize students with various applications of available software (e.g., vocational, 
educational^ ent^ainment and etc). 
D . Provide basic skills for using computers to run available software:
 
E Develop awareness of the computer's impact on society (e.g., technological advancement)
 
F Develop programming skills. ■
 
G Don't know.
 
The same 17 respofldesits were asked to mdicate wbat studeiit performance 
obj ent computer literacy (see 
Table 6). 
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C 
Table6. SchoolStudentPerformance Objectives
 
(n-17)
 
SchoolStudentPerformance
 
Objectives
 
Schools by Code A ; B c '^ ' E . F
 
01 :X X X X X
 
04 X X X
 
05 ■ ■■ ■■ ■ X.;.:. . -x ■■ : X . X : X 
'06-', ■ X 
07 ■ • X X X X
 
:-^X'- X
 '■ X ■ • 
12 : ■■ X-.-'^- ■ ^ ^ .:'X- , • 
IS X 
x,. ; X X, •; 
. • x^ ' : X X 
■IS" ' ■ x,, - X X X X 
19 X X X X X 
X x^.". X 
52 ; X ■ ^ . -x ■ ' ■ ■■- X 
23- ' ' X X X X 
25 X X X X 
2.6'-. X X X X , X : 
Totals 15 14 ; 12 7 2 
A	 Encode, store and retrieve information D Define technology's impact on society 
B	 Access stored information E Demonstrate higher level problem solving
Learn and utilize various software applications F Don't know 
Data indicated the length of the school's review cycle for the written technology 
plan varied greatly. Sixty-one percent reviewed the plan once a year or on an on-going 
basis, 17% reviewedit every three years, the same percent reviewedit every 5 years; and 
■ was'reviewed: 
Principals were asked what measurement was used to show student outcome 
objectives were beingmet. Forty-fivdpercent indicated staff assessment, 31% used 
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portfolio evaluations,17% utilized standard tests;and only 10% ptu-sued follpw-up data
 
from employefs(see Table 7).
 
Table 7. SchoolMeasurementsfor Giiteome Objectives
 
Standard Datafrom Portfolio ■ Staff 
Tests Employers Evaluation Assessment 
Schools fey 
Code 
01 . 
04 
-X.., -
05 ; ,X'" 
06 L...,,: , X. 
.07' 
- .x:". 
09 
12 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■:":X 
15,-.:"­ ' X­ ' . . ■ ■ ' ■ X.v . 
16 . , .v 'X,. ■ 
17 'X; ■ X:: , , 
, :i8, . X 
19 X -x ■ 
20 ■ ■■ X . X' 
22 
23 -■"■ X-: 
25 
26 :v, . . - .X X 
• Totals V. :5 3 9 11 
Only six a hardware 
platformpreference. Of the six that did^ 
SIX 
schools as indicatedby the principais was as follows (see Taisle 8): 
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Table 8. School Selection Griteria(n=6) 
Schools by Code 
06 
15 
16 
18 
19 
20 
Totals 
A 
X 
1 
SchoolSeledtiott C^riteria 
B c D E ' •f; . G 
X X 
X X 
X X X 
X X 
X X X 
0 3 2 , 3 2 2 
X 
1 
A Cost 
B PersonalExperience 
C V User Friendliness 
D Available Support 
E 
G 
H 
Curriculum Objectives 
Compatibility 
Industry Standards 
StaffExpertise 
Input six schools 
were identified in Table 9. 
Table 9. SchoolSources ofInput(n=6) 
Schools by Code 
06 
15 . ■■ ■ 
16 ; 
18 
19 
20 
Totals 
School Sources ofInput 
A B c D E • F 
X X 
X 
X X 
X X 
X 
X 
0 3 2 0 ^ 4 0 
A 
B 
C 
Parent Group 
StaffRecommendation 
District Consultant 
D 
E 
:F., - • 
Private Consultant 
Advisory Group 
Don'tknow 
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Other Findings
 
Survey questions in the OtherData section were used to constructa profile ofthe
 
mostrecentcomputer acquisition and the elementstaken into consideration before the
 
acquisition. The following data were applicable to all respondents surveyed N=29.
 
When asked to indicate approximately when the last computer hardware purchase
 
took place,76%ofrespondents indicated their school purchased within the last3 months.
 
Fourteen percent last purchased hardware between3and6months,7%between6and 12
 
months;and3%indicated it had been a year or more since their school's last purchase.
 
Ofthe purchases made,76% purchased Macintoshes,21%selected IBM/Clones,
 
and3%purchased Apple IIs(see Figure 9).
 
Figure 9. New purchases
 
IBM/Clone
 
Macintosh 21%
 
76%
 
Apple II
 
3%
 
Table 10 includes criteria considered for the selection ofthe computer platform
 
that was purchased.
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Table 10. New EquipmentSeleetion Criteria(ii^29)
 
Now EquipmentSelection Criteria 
Schools by Code ^'A■ •• B • • : D E ; . • ;F G: H I 
01 ■ ■;x 
02 ■ . ' "v ' . X
 
03 X
 
04 X
 X
 
05 X
 
06
 X
 
■e? ■
 X X X X ■; X."
 
08 X :
 
09 ■ . x';- X
 
■ :10" X X;- X 
: 11' ' " X 
12 ■ ^ X
 
13 X X X
 
•;14 ■ ■VX' . X 
15 X X 
;16 . ■ ■ ;x X
 
17
 X
 
18 ..x,: : X X
 
X X
 
20 X X X
 
21 X
 X
 
22 ■ X
 
23
 X
 
24 X X
 
25 X X
 X 
26 . X
 
27 X
 
2S ' ■ X
 
: 29 : • X.V 
:TotalS:-;'/- --5^ ■.a:. ; ;;0 ,6 10 5 4 1 
Cost Compatibility: 
B Personal Experience Industry Standards 
C User Friendliness H StaffExpertise 
D Available Support I District Mandate 
E-V'' Curriculum Objectives 
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 Input soitfees used in the selection ofthe hardware platform are included in Table
 
11.
 
Table 11. SchoolSources ofInput(n=29)
 
School Sources ofInput
 
Schools by Code A B c D ■E- F 
.■ ■01 - ■ ^■" ■ ■. ■ X 
02 X
■ 
03 X 
04 X 
"05 ■ X
 
06 X X
 
07 X
 
08 X
 
09 X
 
10 X
 
11 X X
 
-.12 ■ X 
■13 X X 
14 X X 
15 X 
16 X 
17 X 
18 X X 
19 X 
20 X 
21 X X 
22 X X 
23- . . X X 
24 X X 
25 X X 
26 X X X 
27 X 
28 X 
29 X 
Totals 0 21 11 4 5 1 
A , Parent Group D Private Consultant 
B StaffRecommendation E Advisory Group 
C District Consultant F Don't know 
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Principals were asked to indicate whatcomputer platform is currently used by the
 
majority ofcorporations in their area. Sixty-nine percent(n=20)responded thatthey did
 
notknow,and 31%(n=9)indicated theythought it was anIBM platform(see Figure 10).
 
Figure 10. ComputerPlatform ofArea Corporations
 
IBM/Clone
 
31%
 
When asked whatcomputer platform was mostrepresented currently at their
 
school,62%(n=18)ofthe principals responded they had primarily Macintoshes 31%
 
(n=9)respondedIBM/Clones;and only7%(n=2)had primarily Apple IIs(see Figure 11).
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Figure 11. ComputerPlatform MostRepresented at School
 
Apple I 
21% 
IBM/Clone 
26% 
Macintosh 
53% 
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Discussion ofthe Findings
 
Population demographics.
 
Information on the study population's demographics camefrom the
 
Demographics section ofthe questionnaire. Based on the findings,principals were
 
highly educated,holding either masters or doctoral degrees. Eighty-three percent(n=24)
 
had a computer in the office available for his/her own use. Ofthese,57%(n=14)were
 
using Macintosh or Apple 11s overIBM/Clones(42%,n=10). The same percentage
 
(83%)ofprincipals who had office computers,had computers at home for personal use.
 
Data indicated the Macintosh/Apple 11s(64%,n=15)were favored overIBM/Clone
 
computers. The data implied there wasa correlation between the computer platform the
 
principals used at the office and at home. Furthermore,principals who used Macintoshes
 
and Apple 11s rated themselves lower in computer proficiency than principals who used
 
IBM/Clone computers,which was interesting since all principals were highly educated,
 
but rated themselves mostly as computer novices,(93%)between level0and level2(see
 
Figure 12).
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Figure 12. Principal's Proficiency Ratings
 
Level3
 
Level2
 
Level0
41%
 
10%
 
Level 1
 
42%
 
From the findings,it can be inferred that principals are likely to recommend and
 
purchase computers for which they feel mostcomfortable using. However,the data
 
suggests that principals,although highly educated,are notlikely to be technologically
 
literate.
 
Research question 1.
 
To whatextent do written plansfor studentcomputer literacy exist in the
 
high schools and districts in the Los Angelesand San Bernardino counties? An
 
indication ofthe study population's perceptions camefrom the variables in question 1 of
 
DistrictData and question2ofSchoolData(see Appendix B). The variables in 1.A
 
through l.B and 2.A through 2.D indicated to whatextentthe written plan for student
 
computer literacy had been defined. Data indicated only69%(n=20)ofthe districts had
 
a written computer literacy plan. Some principals indicated their district wasin the
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process ofwriting a plan atthe time ofthe interview. Ofthe districts with plans,80%
 
(n-16)identified which competencies were included in the plan(see Table 1)and65%
 
(n=13)identified studentperformance objectives(see Table 2). However,these numbers
 
may have been inflated due to the Hawthorne effect.
 
Atthe school level,only59%(n=17)indicated they had written plans for student
 
computer literacy. Ofthose,88%(n-15)identified which competencies and student
 
performance objectives wereincluded in the plan(see Tables5and 6). The data iriiplies
 
that districts and schools are giving only limited consideration and planningtoward
 
computer literacy programs. The data suggests that more time,effort,and planning was
 
allocated forthe procurementofequipmentthan to the identification ofa literacy plan
 
and outcome objectives.
 
Furthermore,ofthe schools with written plans,only61%reviewed the plan
 
yearly,or on an on-going basis. Forty-one percentreviewed their written plans between3
 
and5 years. Thesenumbers are significant because technology is a dynamic industry and
 
changes quickly. Whatis state-of-the-art now can be obsolete in a year. The data
 
suggests that almostone halfofthe schools with written plans are possibly following out
 
moded,obsolete plans. Thisimplies thattheir plans for studentcomputer literacy are
 
likely to be ineffective.
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Research question 2.
 
Whatis the working definition ofcomputer literacy held by the State of
 
California? This information was researched by telephone calls to covinty officesfor
 
San Bernardino and Los Angeles counties,calls to the California State Office of
 
Education,local offices ofState Assemblymen and Congressmen,and the State
 
SuperintendentofEducation. The consensus reached there existed"no working
 
definition ofcomputerliteracy"for Califomia held bythese agencies. This implied that
 
each district and school has been left to develbp its own definition and guidelines
 
concerning computer literacy. Withoutstate guidelines there exists a vast inconsistency
 
ofcomputer literacy programs between schools and districts,therefore contributing to the
 
lackpfaecbUntability^^. In other words,in the absence ofstate guidelines,schools cannot
 
be held accountable for lack ofstructured,state-of-the-art computerliteracy programs.
 
Research question 3.
 
To whatdegree have the high sehools and district dfiices identified the
 
components necessary to prepare students to becomecomputerliterate? To
 
determine the degree to which thesecomponentswere identified.DistrictData questions
 
l.Athrough IB and SchoolData questions 2.A through 2.D listed variable components
 
thatrespondents indicated were or were notidentified in their plan for studentcomputer
 
literacy(see Appendix B). The maximum total variables possible would be the
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indication ofall yariables listed in each question. Onlyfour principals indicated their
 
district plan included allofthe competencies identified by this refearcher(see Table 1).
 
The same numberofprincipals(n=4)identified all five ofthe performance objectives as
 
beingincluded in their district plan(see Table 2). Significantly,four principals did not
 
know whatcompetencies were included,and seven did notknow whatperformance
 
objectives hadbeen identified bythe district.
 
Numbers werejustaslow by ihdividualschool. C)nly three(n=3)principals
 
indicated allcompetencies listed as included in their school plan(see Table 5). Four
 
(n=4)principals indicated all ofthe performance objectives asincluded(see Table 6).
 
One principal did notknow whatcompetencies were included andtwo principals were
 
unaware ofthe performance objectives included in their school plan.
 
The data suggested that schools are giving little consideration to the specific
 
planning ofthe studentcomputer literacy programs within their districts and schools.
 
Data indicated that necessary competencies have notbeen identified,nor havespecific
 
performance objectives in the majorily ofthe schools surveyed. This implied manyof
 
the programs are likely to be ineffective.
 
Research question4.
 
Whatcomputer hardware are the schools purchasing and whatare the
 
criteria and inputsources considei'ed in the selection ofthatequipment? In the
 
DistrictDatasection C,SchoolData section E,and OtherData section3,questions were
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designed to specifically identify the t5^e ofcomputer hardware schools have purchased,
 
and the criteria andinputsources used to make their Selections(see Appendix B).
 
Respondents were asked to indicate allcriteria and sources that applied to their school.
 
This accounts for multiple variables selected on some ofthe questions
 
Overwhelmingly,principals indicated that district arid schoolplans did hot
 
specify computer hardware preferences. Instead,it wasihiplied that this was a decision
 
made atthe time ofpurchase and not given consideration atthe time ofthe plan. The
 
few districts and schools that did specify preferences(between20and30%)chose
 
Macintosh platforms overIBM/Clones almostthree to ohe. These numbers supported the
 
earlier theory that principals tended to recommendand purchase whatthey themselves
 
were comfortable using in their office or home.
 
Ofthe 3schools whoindicated they had a district plan that specified a hardware
 
preference,one district based its selection criteria on cost,the second district based its
 
SQlQction CxiiQria.on dL cotcibmaXion of. merfriendliness, available support,and
 
compatibility(see Table 3). Only one principal indicated thatthe district used industry
 
5to«<iarc/for a selection criteria.
 
The sources ofinputsoughtby the districts for the selection ofhardware were
 
very narrow. Tworespondents said their districts soughtinputfrom staffmembers
 
recommendation)and one soughtinput only ftomadistrictcdnsultant(sQQ Table 4).
 
Individual schoolsyvdth written plansconsideredmore criteria,choosing a variety
 
ofvariables(see Table 8). Selection criteria with the mostfrequency(fifty percent,n-3)
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were userfriendliness and curriculum objectives. Second mostselected were available
 
support,conipatihility and industrystandards(n=2). and staffexpertise were lastin
 
frequency(n=l). Onlytwo schoolsindicated selection criteria ofboth curriculum
 
objectives md industrystandards. The dataimplied that more emphasis was placed on
 
the friendliness ofthe machinethan on its intended use or purpose.
 
Input sources soughtby schools with wfitten plans(see Table9)were
 
groupixe=^^stc^recommendation mdL district co«5w/?a«t(n-2). This data
 
suggested that schools haveformed advisoryj^bupsto assistthem in decision making.
 
However,this may or may notbe true. Traditional advisory groups should include
 
representatives from staff, parents,students and local industry. Manyofthe schools
 
surveyed indicated their advisory groups were made up ofstaff,some also included
 
parents. Findings implied thatfew advisory groups included local industry
 
representatives. The question ofwho was represented onthe advisory group wasnot
 
included in the survey,but would have been appropriatein orderto collect more accinate
 
information.
 
In the OtherData section,schools were asked whatselection criteria and sources
 
ofinput were used forthe selection oftheir mostrecentequipment purchase(see
 
Appendix B). Ofthe survey population(N=29),schools based their purchases prinaarily
 
on userfriendliness(n=10), (n=^lO)and compatibility(yr9). Only
 
five Schoolscomid&tQdL industrystandards as a criterion and only four considered both
 
itidustry standards m.d curriculum objectives{sqq T3}o\q \Q).
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Staffrecommendation the mostfrequentsource ofinput(n=21)used by the
 
schools(see Table 11). Second was districtconsultant(n^l1)din&advisory groupinput
 
was only chosen byfive ofthe Schools. This meansthat an overwhelming amountof
 
schools are seeking the inputofpeople who are notqualified to advise them on the
 
selection ofappropriate hardware.
 
computer platform was currently in use by the majority ofcorporations in their area(see
 
Figure 10). Thirty-one percent(n-9)said they thought itwas anIBM/Clone platform.
 
Yet,ofthe recent purchases made(see Figure 9),76% purchased Macintoshes(n=22)
 
and only 21%purchased IBM/Clones.
 
These data tell an alarming story. High schools,who have the responsibility of
 
preparing youth with the computer literacy skills necessary to enter the workforce,are
 
selecting computerequipment based on criteria that has little to do with outcome
 
objectives. Also,principals are seeking equipmentrecommendationsfrom people who
 
are generally not qualified to provide them. Even more alarming is the fact that
 
principals admitto not being aware ofwhat is being used in the industry,yetthey
 
continue to authorize the purchase ofmore equipment with little consideration as to its
 
intended purpose.
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Research guestiaii 5.
 
assess the
 
effectiveness oftheir plan? In SchoolData question 2.D,respondents were asked to
 
identify whatevaluation methods were being used to measure the outcome objectives
 
(see Appendix B). Principals were asked to indieatq all variables that applied to their
 
school. ■ >':• ' -■ 
The majority of schools (45%,n=l3jwere still relying on 
Thirty-one percent were participating inportfolio evaluations 17% (n=5) were 
(see Table 7). These niunbers are s^ This data supported the coriclusion that 
little consideration is given to the needs of the employment commuruty or the needs of 
the students inpreparingthem for workplace competency: 
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Summary ofFindings and Discussion
 
The findings suggested that neither districts nor individual schools have devoted
 
muchtime or attention to planning,identifying,or implementingthe essential elements
 
necessary to prepare studentsto become cpniputer literate? Althou^principals ­
expressed an awarenessofthe growing need fdrcomputer literacy skills,less than60%
 
ofthe high schools had writteup^^^ for studentcomputer literacy. Offurther concern is
 
the factthatthe California State Office ofEducation has not adopted a working
 
definition ofcomputer literacy. This implies that each district and school is left to
 
develop its own definition and guidelines concerning computer literacy. Without state
 
guidelines,schools cannot be held accountable for lack ofstructured,state-of-the-art
 
computer literacy programs.
 
It is no surprise then,that schools have not clearly identified the necessary
 
competencies and performance objectives needed for students to become computer
 
literate. Withouta mapto follow,it is difficult to chart a course to a destination.
 
In regard to the selection ofcomputer hardware,findings indicated that more
 
emphasis was placed on user-friendliness over industry standards,or any ofthe other
 
listed criteria. Most decisions regarding the purchase ofnew equipment were made with
 
the input from staffinstead ofindustry personnel,further supporting the separation of
 
education and workplace preparation.
 
Furthermore,principals indicated they were unaware ofthe types ofcomputers
 
being used by the corporations in their area,butthought surrounding corporations were
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probably IBM/Clone based. Yet,they chose to purchase Macintoshes over IBM/Clones
 
alrnost thr^e-to ohe. v.,
 
Lastly,the majority ofprincipals indicated they were still relying on staff
 
assessmentinstead ofemployeffollbw-up as a measurementofstudentoutcome
 
effectiveness. 

Clearly^mostofthe high schools represented in the study,have missed the bottom
 
line objective:they are not preparing the youth with the computer literacy skills
 
necessary forworkplace success. Instead ofleaving high school with the needed
 
vocational computer skills,students have only watered-down skills with little relevance,
 
ifany,to today's workplace.
 
Computer literacy skills for the workplace can bestbejudged by employers.
 
on
 
skills and outcomes,and evaluate the program based on the feedbackfrom employers.
 
The majority ofschools represented in the study have not only failed to accomplish the
 
preceding,,in mostcases,the schools totally disregarded these key elements.
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1 
Chapter Five
 
Conclusions and Recommendations
 
Conclusions
 
Investigation ofthe data concluded thatcomputer literacy programs in the
 
selected high schools ofLos Angeles and San Bernardino counties are greatly lacking in
 
structure and are likely to be ineffective in preparing students with computer literacy
 
skills necessary to perform effectively in the workplace. Findings indicated thatofthe
 
schools who participated in the study,few had written plans that identified specific
 
competencies and student performance objectives necessary for students to become
 
computer literate; or measured outcome objectives byfollow-up datafrom employers.
 
Based on the findings,it could be inferred that schools allocated more time,
 
resources and planning,to the acquisition ofnew equipmentthan to the identification of
 
appropriate equipment matched to workplace related outcome objectives. This implied
 
that much ofthe equipmentschools have purchased in recent years has been
 
inappropriate for the skills being taught,leading to ineffective training and ill-prepared
 
job seekers.
 
It was also found thatschools generally selected computer equipment primarily
 
on its user friendliness instead ofits intended purpose or standard in the workplace.
 
Results ofthe surveys suggested that schools soughtrecommendations mostlyfrom staff
 
members,people who were basically notknowledgeable about workplace technology or
 
industry standards and were generally not qualified to select appropriate equipment.
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These staffmemberstended to select equipmenton the basis ofwhatwas going to
 
be easiestfor theih to leam and use,not basbd on industry guidelihes,curriculum
 
objectives or employer injput. Asa result,students were leaving school with computer
 
skills that have little relation,ifany,to what wasneeded for the workplace. Raizen
 
(1989)pointed put;
 
Notsurprisingly,students emergefrom school handicapped in the workplace
 
where theyface achanging world Ofcomplex and evolving technologies
 
demanding the use ofproblem solving skills thatthey have never had the
 
opportunityto leam. To counter these young workers'seeming
 
incompetence,industriesdevelop turn-key operations and step-by-step

manuals thatforther disable students/workers byremoving any possibility of
 
their developing in-depth utiderstanding ofthe problem solving processes
 
involved in their particular work assignments,(p.24)
 
Unfortunately,survey data supported thatschools are further disabling students by
 
providing these"turn-key"computers atthe classroom levbl. Recehttechnological
 
developments in computer software,such:as Graphical UserInterfaces(GUIs),are aimed
 
at makingcomputers easier to use,maskingthe operation the computeractually
 
performs,with the result that whatis being instilled in human consciousness as cognitive
 
structure and contentis invisible to the user. Troll(1989)explained that when users do
 
notknow whathappens atthe level beyond mice and menus,the result will be an
 
increasing gulfbetween the knowledgeable and the rest. Troll further argues that"user
 
friendliness"ofa system when increased,mayin turn widen the gap between whatthe
 
user perceives and the underlying operation ofthe computer. "Teaching only basic skills
 
on user-friendly computers does not constitute academic computing. Rather,this
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approach cultivates computer literacy ata craft level similar to the medieval copyists
 
who often could notread whatthey copied"(p.57).
 
Overallfindings suggestedth^ userrfiriendly coniputers(with GUIs)were the
 
mostrepresented platform for student use. Thisimplied thatstudents were learning what
 
was easiestto teach,instead ofwhat was appropriate based on workplace standards;
 
clearly,jfrom the findings,it can beconcluded thatcomputerliteracy programs
 
currently in existence are largely ineffective,or mediocre at best. In fact,27ofthe 29
 
schools studied showed only minimalregard for computer literacy needsofstudents and
 
employers. This apparent disregard raises some serious questiohs. Ifschools do not
 
serve the needsof students and employers,then who are they serving and whatis their
 
■role?, . 
Further investigation of the data revealed some alarming issues. Through the 
findings, principals indicated they were unaware of the computer platforms usedin area 
corporations, or at least thought the corporations were JBiVbClone based. Yet, as 
principals indicated, they mostly chose to purchase unrelated platforms for student use, 
confirming the continued division of school andwork at the high schoollevel. 
Significantly, this suggests that schools have not yet made the important 
connection of schoUl-leaming to the real-life context of work. California's State 
Department ofEducation may have contributed to this continued dichotomy by not 
providing state guidelines for student computer literacy pro^ams. Lack of guidelines at 
the state level has resulted in little effort at the district and school levels to assume 
responsibility for the research and development of effective computer literacy programs 
that would ensure students appropriate work related skills. 
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Recommendations
 
Bineribbon committee. ^
 
It is therefore necessaiy thatthe ealifornia State DepartmentOfEducation
 
research and develop guidelines for districts and high schools to operationalize computer
 
literacy programs. In orderto develop guidelines,it will be necessary to create a special
 
"blue ribbon"committee to identify the computerliteracy skills needed byempldyers.
 
This committee should include representativesfrom industry(public and private),along
 
with specialists in educationfrom various areas ofthe state. However,the majority of
 
representatives on the cornhiittee need to be directly tied to industry.
 
ribbon"committee could determine industry needs and advise the
 
California DepartmentofEducation onthe competencies,performance otitcomes and
 
appropriate equipmentand ihaterials needed for students for workplace skills
 
preparation.
 
Because technology is a dynamic structure andchanges rapidly,the"blue ribbon"
 
committee would have the responsibility ofreviewing industry needs on an on-going
 
basis and updating the guidelines yearly ata minimum. This would enable schools to
 
respond in a more timely mannerto the needs ofindustry and Would provide students
 
with"leading edge"instruction,thereby making it easier for students to find
 
employment. Furthermore,guidelines would provideschools with updated information i
 
on necessary skills. This would decrease the amountofobsolete and ineffective
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programs offered by schools. Since schools would be informedofcurrentindustry needs
 
and trends,resources could be allocated more effectively.
 
Federal legislation.
 
Unfortunately,recentfederal legislation such asthe SCANSreport,STWO Act,
 
and Goals2000 rejfeifed to technology skills in very genefalized,non-specific terms
 
Although the main intent ofthelegislation wasto provide students with a,smooth
 
transitionfrom schoolto employment,the legislation makesno specific mention of
 
matchingthe equipment,materials,competencies and outcome objectives to the
 
workplace. Also,Computer technology in the workplace has evolved to the pointof
 
being integrated into all aspects ofworkplace tasks. Computers are no longer isolated
 
tools used bythe few. Raizen(1989)noted that instruction alltoo often takes place
 
through the practice ofisolated subtasks in which the emphasis is upon Satisfactory
 
repetitive performance rather than on use in appropriate contexts.
 
Forschools to provide effective workplace preparation,computertechnology will
 
need to be integrated into all aspects ofthe curriculum. This will provide a simulated
 
environmentthatfosters the use oftechnolo^as a tool,similar to the workplace
 
environment(see Figure 13).
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FIGURE 13> WORKPLACEKNO^-HOW
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team members.
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In order forthe legislation to promote its ownintent,it will need to spell out-in
 
no uncertain terms-and mandate industry standards into the design ofthd programs.
 
Only with direct industry involvement,will the schools be able to develop and deliver
 
effective computer literacy programs.
 
Computer literacy identified.
 
In order to provide continuity to acomputer literacy program,it is essential that
 
the state identify and define whatconstitutes studentcomputer literacy. Gonsequencesof
 
the information-age revolution are the increasing needsto make continuing adaptations
 
to rapidly changingfechnolo^,thereby making it difficultto define computer literacyin
 
terms ofspecific applications Instead,it will be necessary to identify sets ofgeneral
 
skills that will provide the learner with a basic knowledge oftechnology,the ability to
 
transfer the knowledge to specific tasks and,more importantly,keep pace with
 
technology as it evolves. Therefore,a widely accepted working definition ofcomputer
 
literacy will need to be flexible,in order to accommodate ihterpretation,yet specific
 
enough to identify skills and provide direction.
 
Following is a definition ofcomputer literacy that is adaptedfrom the model
 
presented by Schwartz(1989). This model has identified the generic competencies and
 
outcomes necessary to prepare studentsfor general workplace computer literacy,and was
 
the basis forthe competenciesincluded in the survey(see Appendix B).
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For students to be computer literate,they should be able to demonstrate an
 
understanding ofeach ofthe following:
 
1. 	 Ehcoding-decoding orthe method ofrepresenting information.
 
2. 	 Recording-entering orthe translation ofinformatibh into various codes.
 
3. 	 Storage or the capacityforinformation retention.
 
4. 	 Processing or the deliberate systematic manipulation ofinformation for specific
 
purposes.
 
5. 	 Retrieval-display or the ability to move information from its origination pointto
 
the point needed.
 
6. 	 An awareness ofthe technology'simpacton society.
 
Performance objectives should include each ofthe following abilities:
 
1. 	Encode,store and retrieve information.
 
2. 	Access stored information(data banks,internet,library systems,etc.).
 
3. 	Learn arid utilize various software applications(vocational,educational,
 
entertainment,etc.).
 
4. 	Define technology's emergingimpacton society.
 
5. 	Demonstrate higher level problem solving(flow charts,trouble-shooting,etc.).
 
Byfollowing this model,schools should be able to design programsthat use
 
learning contexts,tasks, materials,and procedures that mirror as closely as possible
 
subsequent work tasks and situations. Students need to be clear about whatthey are to
 
learn and why,and how the knowledge and skills they are acquiring will be applied to the
 
workplace.
 
Instructor certification requirements.
 
Forcomputer literacy instruction to be effective,it will be necessary for teachers
 
to be compiater literate. To accomplish this,it will be necessary forthe California State
 
DepartmentofEducation to research and develop a program for instructor computer
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literacy certification. Certification should include allthe same cpmpetencies identified
 
above,along with the ability to integrate technology into all subject areas and utilize
 
technology as a tool - similar to how it is used in the workplace. This will require
 
instructors to understand contextualized learning,teaching generic skills, workplace
 
modeling,and transfer oflearning. In orderto fully integrate technology into all
 
curriculum areas,it will be necessaryto certify all high school instructors in all subject
 
areas. This certification could be phased in yearly until all instructors are computer
 
literacy certified. Because ofthe d5mamic nature oftechnology,re-certification should
 
be required everytwo orthree years.
 
For a high school computer literacy program to be effective,it is importantthat
 
instructors have a solid understanding oftechnology,and it's role in the workplace and
 
society. According to Raizen(1989),in the technologically advanced environments of
 
today,the better educated face afuture ofexpanding opportunities a.nd rising wages;the
 
poorly educated face a future ofdeclining opportunities and poverty.
 
Summary
 
In order to prepare students with the computer literacy skills needed to be
 
competitive in the workplace,it is paramormtthat high schools identify the necessary
 
competencies and outcome objectives,seek inputfrom business and industry regarding
 
needed skills,and prepare instructors to develop and deliver effective computer literacy
 
programs.
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APPENDIX A
 
Telephone Introduction
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Hello,Mr./s.
 
Myname is Tracy Borchers. I'm a candidate and conducting related research for
 
a master's degree with emphasis in VocEd at California State University,San
 
Bernardino, Iam conducting five minute interviews with principals at Southern
 
California high schools to gather some information on how high schools are
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APPENDIXB
 
Survey Questionnaire
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DEMOGRAPHICS
 
Name
 
School
 District
 
Years in Principal's Position 1-3 9-12
4-8 _13+
 
Years ofteaching experience 1-3 4-8 9-12 13+
 
Bachelors Masters
 Doctoral
 
In what major?
 
Dp you have acomputer in your office for your use?
 
'.'V—Y'.y:' ' ' : n . . . .
 
Is it IBM/Clone Apple Macintosh
 
Howmany hours per week do you use it?
 
0-1 1-3 4-7 8-10 .10+
 
Do you have a computer in your homefor yoiir use? , Y
 
'n
 
Is it IBMyClone Apple Macintosh
 
How many hours per week do you use it?
 
0-1 1-3 4-7
 8-10 10+
 
Level0-No knowledge
 
Level 1 - demonstrate Use ofbasic software packages
 
LeveI2-1
 
Level3- demonstrate proficiency in programming,manipulating and customizing
 
the operating system
 
25,29 30-37 38-45 46-52 53+
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DISTRICTDATA
 
1. Does your district have a written technology planfor studentcomputer literacy?
 
Y N Don'tknow,go to#2
 
A. Which ofthe following is included in the District plan?
 
Promotes a basic understanding ofhow acomputer works(e.g,
 
encodes,stores and retrieves information),
 
__Provides basic skills for interacting with acomputerto access stored
 
information(e.g.,library skills).
 
• ' Familiarize students with various applications ofavailable software
 
(e.g.,vocational,educational,entertainmentand etc.).
 
Provide basic skills for using computersto run available software
 
___	Develop awareness ofthe computer'simpacton society(e.g„
 
technological advancement).
 
Develop progfamming skills.
 
Don'tknow
 
B. Wliafstudent perfbraiance objectiveshasthe Districti^
 
Encode,store and retrieve information
 
Access stored information
 
Leantand utilize varioussoftware applications ;
 
Define technology's ernerging impacton society
 
Demonstrate higher level problem solving
 
Don'tknow
 
G. Doesthe plan specify a computer hardware preference?
 
' Y . N go to#2
 
isft IBM/Clone Apple Macintosh
 
C1. Whatcriteria wasconsidered to selectthe hardware?
 
Cost
 
Personal Experience
 
_ User Friendliness
 
Available Support
 
Curriculum Objectives
 
Compatibility
 
Industry Standards
 
StaffExpertise
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C2. 	 Whatsources ofinput were used bythe Districtto help withthe
 
hardware selection process?
 
Parent Group
 
Staffrecommendation
 
District Consultant
 
Private Consultant
 
Advisory Group
 
Don'tknow
 
SCHOOLJyAJA
 
2, Does your individual school have a written technology planfor studentcomputer
 
literacy? Y N go to#3 Don't know,go to#3
 
A. 	 Which ofthe following is included in the District plan?
 
Promotes a basic understanding ofhow acomputer works(e.g..
 
encodes,stores and retrieves information).
 
Provides basic skills for interacting with a computerto access stored
 
information(e.g.,library skills).
 
Familiarize students with various applications ofavailable software
 
(e.g.,vocational,educational,entertainmentand etc.).
 
,	 Provide basic skills for using computersto run available software.
 
Develop awareness ofthe computer's impacton society(e.g.,
 
technological advancement).
 
^ Develop programming skills.
 
_Don'tknow . ■ ■ ■
 
B, Whatstudent performance objectives hasthe District identified?
 
.	 Encode,store and retrieve information
 
Access stored information
 
Learn and utilize various software applications
 
_ 	Define technology's emerging impacton society
 
Demonstrate higher level problem solving
 
Don'tknow
 
C. 	 Whatis;the length ofyourreview cycle for the plan?
 
<1 Year 3 Years 5 Years Don'tknow
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 D. 	 Whatevidence do you have thatthe outcome objectives for the student
 
computer literacy plan are being met?
 
Standard test
 
Follow up datafrom Employers
 
Portfolio evaluation
 
Staffassessment
 
E. 	 Do you specify a computer hardware preference in the plan?
 
Y	 go to#3 ^Don'tknow,go to#3
 
1. 	 Ifyes,is it ^IBM/Clone Apple Macintosh
 
2. 	 Whatcriteria was considered to selectthe hardware?
 
Cost
 
Personal Experience
 
User Friendliness
 
Available Support
 
Curriculum Objectives
 
Compatibility
 
Industry Standards
 
StaffExpertise
 
District Mandate
 
3. 	 Whatsources ofinput were used to help with the computer
 
hardware selection process?
 
Parent Group
 
Staffrecommendation
 
District Consultant
 
Private Consultant
 
Advisory Group
 
Don'tknow
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OTHER DATA
 
3. When was your last computer hardware purchase?
 
<3 mos 3-6 mos 6-12 mos >12mos
 
A. 	 Did you purchase IBM/Clone Apple Macintosh
 
B. 	 Whatcriteria wasconsidered to selectthe hardware?
 
Cost . '
 
PersonalExperience
 
Dser Friendliness
 
Available Support
 
_ Curriculum Objectives
 
_ Compatibility
 
_Industry Standards
 
_ StaffExpertise
 
District Mandate
 
C. 	 Whatsources ofinput were used to help with the computer
 
hardware selection process?
 
Parent Group
 
Staffrecommendation
 
District Consultant
 
Private Consultant
 
Advisory GrOup
 
Don'tknow
 
4. Whatcomputer platform is currently used by the majorily ofcorporations in your 
area? ■ IBM/Clone ___ Apple Macintosh Don'tknow 
5. Whatcomputer platform is mostrepresented currently in your school?
 
IBM/Clone _Apple Macintosh ___Don'tknow
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